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Handcrafting and craftsmanship are the focus at EXEMPLA 
and both are exactly what Piet Hein Eek has been doing for the 
past twenty years. The exhibition shows how a collection has 
been built over the years by looking at the materials, techniques 
and craftsmanship. 

The inspiration for the exhibition are the white Flat Dishes and the 
Faceted Vases and Bowls; especially because dealing with labour 
and craftsmanship creatively is in the spotlight in this collection. 
Instead of minimising labour in terms of efficiency, it has been taken 
as the starting point to create products that can only be made by 
them. With the Flat Dishes as a starting point, an exhibition has been 
created presenting new and old products in white or natural. Eek 
displays the latest pieces of the ‘Waste Waste 40x40’ collection and 
the new Tree Trunk Table and Chairs. Moreover, the new editions 
of classic pieces from the collection are on display, such as the Old 
Lampshades Lamp and the Classic Scrapwood Cabinet. 



3640 Jug ceramics small 3641 Jug ceramics medium 3642 Jug ceramics high

3647 Facet vase ceramics high white 3646 Facet vase ceramics medium white 3648 Facet-bowl ceramics low white

3651/3652 Tea cup and saucer 3653 Coffee cup 3650 Mok

3656 Large plate 3654 Deep plate 3655 Small plate



3950  Display cabinet in scrapwood







3890-27  Waste-Waste 40x40 upholstered bench 

3890-27  Waste-Waste 40x40 upholstered armchair



3890-11  Waste-Waste 40x40 dining chair       

     

3890-24  Waste-Waste 40x40 stool 

3890-23  Waste-Waste 40x40 conferience table



3890-22  Waste-Waste 40x40 coffeebube (2 in 1) ,  

3890-24  Waste-Waste 40x40 stool 





New tree trunk table



New tree trunk chair



New tree trunk chair high white New tree trunk chair high 



3501  Old Lampshade lamp  









2400  Classic cupboard in scrapwood 



2271  Oak display  3 coloms 



EXEMPLA
pricelist

Ceramics
       
3648  Facet-bowl ceramics low white     €     519,00 
3647  Facet vase ceramics high white     €  1.007,00 
3646  Facet vase ceramics medium white     €  1.007.00
3640  Jug ceramics small       €     900,00 
3641  Jug ceramics medium      €     900,00 
3642  Jug ceramics high       €     900,00 
3650  Mok         €       36,00 
3651  Tea cup        €       47,00 
3652  Saucer         €       32,00 
3653  Coffee cup        €       47,00
3654  Deep plate        €       61,00 
3655  Small plate        €       61,00 
3656  Large plate        €       65,00 
3650  box in scrapwood for ceramics     €       35,00 

Furniture

3890-27 Waste-Waste 40x40 upholstered bench,     € 15.550,00 
3501  Old Lampshade lamp       € 14.352,00 
2400  Classic cupboard in scrapwood      €   3.706,00 
3890-22 Waste-Waste 40x40 coffeebube (2 in 1) ,     €   8.000,00 
3890-11 Waste-Waste 40x40 dining chair      €   1.983,48 
3950  Display cabinet in scrapwood     €   6.828,00 
  New tree trunk table       €   2.925,00 
  New tree trunk chair high      €   1.000,00 
  New tree trunk chair       €   1.000,00 
3890-23 Waste-Waste 40x40 conferience table    € 22.000,00 
3890-24 Waste-Waste 40x40 stool      €   4.250,00 
3890-25 Waste-Waste 40x40 stool      €   4.250,00 
3890-27 Waste-Waste 40x40 upholstered armchair    €   5.184,00
2271  Oak display  3 coloms       €   3.025,00 
2275  Oak display  6 coloms       €   6.350,00 


